
The Sun: Structure, Rotation 

and Phenomenon



SC.8.E.5.6 Create models of solar properties including: 

rotation, structure of the Sun, convection, sunspots, solar 

flares, and prominences. Low (EOC) 



What is our sun?

Our sun is a star (Sol) which is 

93 million miles from Earth

Average, medium sized star

A million times larger than 

Earth.





Structure (Overview)

The sun is made up of  

different layers: 

1) The Solar Interior Layers

2) The Solar Exterior 

(Atmosphere)



The Solar Interior Layers

The inside of the Sun is 

made up of different 

layers, one inside the 

other.

There are three layers:

1)Solar Core

2)Radiation Zone

3)Convection Zone



Interior layers of  the sun   1) Solar 
Core

 The inner most layer 
is the solar core. 

 Hottest area of  the 
sun (27 million 
degrees Farenheit)

 Nuclear fusion 
occurs in the core 
(Hydrogen is fused 
into helium)



Interior layers of  the Sun
2) Radiation Zone  

Energy generated by 

nuclear fusion (photons) 

moves outward as EM 

Radiation.

The light photons then 

take millions of  years to 

move to the next layer





Interior layers of  the Sun
3) Convection Zone

 Hot gases move to 

the surface of  the 

sun as cooler gas is 

forced down to the 

bottom. The result is 

a convection current.

 Attempt to cool the 

Sun.



Atmosphere Intro 
 There are 3 Layers in 

the Atmosphere of  the 
sun

 There are three layers:

1) Photosphere

2) Chromosphere

3) Solar Corona



Sun’s Atmo: Photosphere
Photo= Light

Innermost layer 

of  the sun’s 

atmosphere

Convection 

currents are 

taking place.



Sun’s Atmo: Chromosphere 

 Chromo- = Color 

 The chromosphere is 

red-orange and is only 

seen during an eclipse. 

(photosphere is brighter)

 Where most “solar 

weather” takes place.

Taken with special Telescope



Sun’s Atmo: Solar Corona

The corona is the 

outer most layer 

of  the suns 

atmosphere

The corona only 

seen during a 

solar eclipse.



What is plasma? 
 Fourth state of  matter

 Unlike gas, liquid, or solid

 Most common state of  

matter in the UNIVERSE!

 Examples: 

 The Auroras

 Lightning

 The sun 



Rotation
 Different parts of  the sun rotate at 

different speeds (THE SUN IS 

MADE OF PLASMA!)

 Rotates on axis

 Rotates slower

at the poles &

faster at equator

(centrifugal force)



Sunspots, Solar Flares, and 
Prominences



Sunspots!
Dark patches that appear on the 

sun’s photosphere.

Signals intense magnetic 
activity.

 The spots are a couple thousand 
degrees cooler than the 
surrounding plasma.



Solar Flares

A sudden release of 
magnetic energy due to 
a disturbance in the 
field. 

Can release huge 
amounts of energy!

Can cause interference 
to technology on Earth.

Watch This! http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GrnGi-q6iWc

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GrnGi-q6iWc


Prominences 

A large /bright 

loop (similar to 

a solar flare)

Start in the 

atmosphere and 

loops back to 

the atmo.



Size of  Prominences!!



In Summary
 A black spot appears on the sun’s PHOTOSPHERE.  This SUNSPOT 

signals that intensive magnetic activity will occur. 

 Then the magnetic energy in the form of  a SOLAR FLARE erupts from 

the Sun’s surface. 

 Finally, the eruption becomes a prominence as the magnetic energy from 

the PHOTOSPHERE reaches the CORONA hurling the MAGNETIC 

ENERGY into space…sometimes toward Earth

 When you think SUN, thing MAGNETISM

 “Jewel Box” Sun in all wavelengths of  EM Spectrum 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kS57VH3QN1g&feature=youtube_g

data&safe=active

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kS57VH3QN1g&feature=youtube_gdata&safe=active

